
GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY
Agenda

Community Council
Meeting 5 - Monday 4th July ‘22

Focus area for Meeting 5: Board Meeting, Standing items, Review & Questions from CC members.

1. 9.00am Welcome - join our Greenside students and staff in the Hall for a Board Meeting
Nazmin R, Simon C, Amina T, Hannah F, 3 students, KBS/Robin (apologies - Laura E)

3. 9.40am Context and the visit
● Chair of CC
● Attendance at meeting
● Register of Interest
● DBS checks
● Online CP
● Website Bio - going live!
● PP & PE Premium - update from Robin
● Attendance - update from George
● Notes from Meeting 4

● Data - all year groups
● CC - thinking about 2022-2023

TEFAT Feedback & Sustainability

● Attendance: Nazin, Simon, Robin, KBS. Amina for part. Hannah - apologies accepted. Laura E - apologies accepted.
● No changes to the Register of Interest.
● Students have accessed and enjoyed the Tutoring sessions and it made a difference to the confidence of our Y2 & Y6 cohort. We eagerly await Y6 results!
● Robin will carry out a review of the impact of the sessions. We are confident that the 1-2-1 and small group tutoring sessions have been useful - we have

found the logistics around the DfE guidance tricky at times to make full and best use of this money.
● Our PE Grant has been effective to develop the teaching of PE through carousels and an approach that allows for skills development and a ‘game’ each
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nDIgtobGVln3Q_T6a-F3d0KyCU7yJ9nf/view?usp=sharing


session. EYFS have also reviewed their offer this year and looked at ‘early PE’ skills and knowledge.
● We have used the Grant to begin to re-engage with tournaments and events within Hammersmith & Fulham and London.
● We have developed Dance with Y6 workshops working with a professional dancer.
● Notes from Meeting 4 were sent out after the session and agreed. Action - to be uploaded to our website.
● Attendance update from George - DfE and LA potential changes to fines was discussed. Simon C shared his past experiences working with vulnerable

families in the secondary sector and made a generous offer to support next year.
Several students on the PA list have medical concerns meaning they will always sit on this list, some more recent absences have been Covid related and
chicken pox! Religious observance also affects our numbers and still some visits to families abroad (often when a relative is unwell rather than holiday) and
because it is a long way families are out of school for a week. George has been working with the highest need PA families and this will need to be continued
next year. We expect to end the year at National average.

● CC members all invited to give feedback to TEFAT on their fab work this year through this link: TEFAT Feedback & Sustainability

10.00am Community Council requests/ suggestions for discussion:
Robin & KBS

a) The provision of technology at Greenside, what and how it is used within the learning experiences.

We set our CC meeting agenda today to talk about questions raised by members during the year.

At the start of the day they all joined our Board Meeting - a recall of 500 Miles and a short SMSC exploration of the song ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’ - play > stage >
film > Gerry & the Pacemakers > Liverpool Football Club anthem (and supporting Renaldo during a personal tragedy)
Simon C also shared a lustful rendition of the Newcastle football song (thank you Simon!)

Robin explained how we teach ICT/ Computing/ e-safety to meet the National Curriculum expectations but how we also have a really exciting World Ready element to
our Greenside programme. We have a creative vision and a planned strategy across our 8 year Greenside journey.
We are a Google Trust and Greenside makes this work alongside our Apple Strategy and use of ipad devices, macs and Apple apps.
We are also awaiting a change to a serverless system.
Ipad devices allow for lots of different things - creativity, personal development, collaboration and great marking & feedback.
We hope we will save paper next year too!
Our Digital Specialism ensures a continual and relevant review of esafety.
Digital badges have been a fab introduction to develop student skills on Apple & Google.
Robotics is learnt as a creative and dedicated session during Specialismas.
We are conscious of screen time and ensure students use technology responsibly and effectively -  it’s an excellent tool when appropriate and with flexibility.
Our Radio station has been lots of fun and allowed us to develop our Spoken Language in many different ways in a porgressive way and giving students confidence
and World Ready skills. On one of our recent CPD days James T gave some informative sessions to inspire some of our other Teachers to make podcasts and to see
the Radio Station facility. Robin ran a session alongside using imovie.
We are proud to have been invited by Apple to apply to be awarded Apple distinguished school status. Our application was sent last week and we will be given a
judgement in September. We will share more about this next academic year and it would be good to have our CC help us track the impact of the status on different
elements of our learning, student personal development and overall Curriculum!
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b) Staff wellbeing, what preventative measures are encouraged, and what responsive options are available within the workplace for teachers and
staff.

A discussion took place about how our Greenside Curriculum Model makes work exciting and interesting but also we write and create our own learning.
To counter workload we co-create, team plan, team teach and collaborate in a shared way as much as possible. All of LG each each week. We use Staff & Key Stage
meeting time effectively. We support day-to-day in class. We have lots of systems and support from the Trust to support LG. We have a Trust approach to mental
health and wellbeing, trained leaders and a TEFAT paid into employee assistance scheme. As a small organisation we know our staff and try to support individually
when needed. We have high expectations but try to be part of a solution to make everything better for our students - working with our staff to do so.

c) Although students behaved and showed good learning I would like to know what the behaviour policy is of the school? How are students
reminded of this? "Sharing success/praise/rewards" How and how often this takes place.

We have a positive behaviour policy agreed with the Trust that begins with an engaging, inclusive and diverse curriculum and then all of our Learning Experiences are
created to maximise student involvement and ownership.
Robin explained our points used to recognize World Ready values and skills and value cards, badges and viva system to gain a green badge!
We use a Restorative Justice approach if anything goes wrong and have created a culture of kindness that we work hard to foster.
Robin gave examples of scenarios and how we manage behaviour from promoting good learning and attitudes to dealing with things as they arise.

d) Toilets! There’s been a recent study about school toilets (hygiene, safety, quality of space/facilities) impacting students who might avoid using
them during the day (inducing infections etc). (We are adding an update re: site too!)
e)  Understanding any long-term projects that may be on the horizon, whether building-related, operational or vision-based.

With a Grade 2 listed building we are limited in our ability to develop our site. With financial restrictions building projects will become more complex to manage.
We updated CC on th eplans to renovate the cottage.
We are about to begin a renovation project of the student bathrooms with the support of the Trust - this is a very welcome development!
We will need to have work done on our roof.
We are currently having work done on underground water pipes.
In 2022-2023 we have our new Teachers joining us and we want to focus on inducting them, to be ‘Greenside’ as quickly as possible. Our Experiential Learning
Model has another year of planning to run with us all getting better at what we do.
We want to develop our Students as Teachers programme and we have a robust and exciting SiP ready for September 2022 to drive us forward.

6. 10.45am Reflections on the session
CC members are invited to complete reflection sheets for the session today and reminded again to complete the Trust link above.

KBS thanked all members of the Community Council for their support and work this year - it has been a pleasure - see you all in September!

Next Meeting: Autumn Term 2022 - TBC!
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